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A preliminary investigation waa made In the Langley twc-dimensianal
law-turbulence tunnelon an NACA 64A010 airfoil wfth permeable surface6
to obtainan indication of the stabilizing effect
of m e a suction on the
laminar boundary layer.Boundarg"1ayer velocitg profiles were measured
at Remold8 numbers of 2.0 X 106, 4.0 X 106, and 6.0 X 106 and at vwious
chordwise stations for
values of the flow coefficient up to 0.012.

Although the surfacesof the airfoilmodel that 888 tested had margr
waves and irregularities
of contour, the data corroborated qualitatively
the theoretically predicted stabilizing effect
of area suctionon a smooth
flat plate. The suction quanti* rgquiredf o r the wav;g airfoil tested,
however, w a s much =eater then the theoreticalvalue for a smooth flat
plate.

The stability theow for the incomgreesible
1
boundary layer
is based on theoretical analyses of the damping oY amplification of
mathematically m
a
.
l
l
two-d.imanaional aerodynamically possible
disturbances
tu the boundary layer (reference
1) A possible definitionin the
physical 8ense of a m a l l disturbance is that
a Bmall distmbance does
not produce transition from laminar to turbulent
flow at its origin
in
contrast witha lexge disturbance, which does cause immediate transition.
Small disturbances may either amplify,ae theg progress downstream
and
eventually growlarge enough to cause turbulence, they
or may be damped
and came no change in the dawnstreamflow; if Bmall dieturbances of a l l
frequencies tendto be damped rather
than amplified, thelaminar boundary
layer is considered stable (reference
2).

.

I

Theoretical investigationshave been madeof the characteristicsof
flows past a f l a t plate through which there is a amall normal velocity,
and, in addition, the stability theoryhas been used to calculate the
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stability of the laminary boundaxy leyer
f o r this type of flow.
Examples
of some of this theoretical work can
be found in references 3 to 7 and in
British work (not generally available). The
results of these analyses
indicate thata small normal velocity into the
surface at all points
along the surface
has a L a r g e stabilizing effecton the laminarleyer.
Inasmuch as there appear betono data that sha; this effect
experimentally,
an investigation of the effect
of a r e a suction on the boundary-layer
stability is being made
in the Langley low-turbulence tunnels.
This paper presents the resultsa fof
e w exploratory testsof a
rather crude airfoil
model made to show whether the laminar
layer could
bs extended byme
The te tswere made at Reynolds
numbers of 2.0 X 10
Y3 Of4.0area
X 10 ction*
, and 6.0 X 10

8.

8
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section angle of attack
airfoil

chord

airfoil span
distance along chord fYom leading

edgeof airfoil

distance normal to surfaceof airfoil
f’ree-stream -0

density
C‘

frewtream velocity

P

free-streax dynamic pressure p o U o

local

velocity

at

,
2
outer
edge of boundary layer

local velocity inaide
boundary layer
total
flow

quantityf l o w through
coefficient

airfoilsurfaces

(&)

free-etream total pressure
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P

local
static
pressure

S

airfoil

R

free-stream Reynolds number based on airfoil chord

pressure

coefficient
roqo
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MODEL
A photograph of the 6-foot-chordby 3-foot-span m o d e l mounted in tha
Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnel is presented
aa figure 1.
A sketch of the
model construction ise h m in figure 2. The model wa8
formed to the
NACA 64AOlO profile, ordinates for which are presented
in
reference 8, and consisted of a framework ofplywood ribs and stiffeners
spaced 3 inches apart. The frame was covered with
a layer of coarse
wire screen, whichin turn was covered with two
layers of 6O-mssh screen.
A continuous sheetof blotting paperwas uaed as the porous airfoilsurface. The porosity of the blotting paper
was such that, with air at
approximately standaml density,
en applied suctionof 2 pounds persquare
inch induceda velocity of 1.0 foot per second through the paper.The
flow quantity through the paper varied directly
with the pressuredrop,
as is characteristic
of dense ,filters.
The blotting paperwaa painted with lacquer at the model leading
edge and bent to contour while
wetattempt to prevent the creases
n
I an
that were expected toform at the leading edge. Large flat
spots and
creases, however, bid occur,
and examples of the resulting
nose contour
are shown in figure 3. The porosity of the blotting paper was substantially unaffectedby the dried lacquer.In addition to the besfc contour
inaccuracies, the surface became slightly dimpled because of
swing
the
of the blotting paper and the fine screen into the mesh of the
screen byan amount which varied with the suction applied,

The m o d e l w a s tested in the Langley two-dimensional lcx-turbulence
tunnel and completely spanned the test section
as ahownn
I figure 1. A
detailed descriptionof this tunnelis given in reference 9. Flaw
measurements weremade by mema of an orifice platein the suction duct.
The suction flow was taken through one of model
the end platesand was
regulated byvarying the blower speed
and the orifice diameter.

A conventional multitube total-ypreesure
"mouse" (reference 10) was
used to

.

obtain the.bounbry-layer measurements.
The airfoil pressure
distribution was obtained f r o m a statio-pressure tubeon the boundarylayer mouse. At each station, the totaland static-pressure tubes were
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bent approximately to the airfoil contour. Boundary-layer meaeurements
w e r e made at Reynolds numbersof 2.0 x 106 and 4.0 x 106 for flow
coefficients up to
0.012 and also at a Reynolde number of
6.0 x 10G f o r
flow coefficientsup to 0,008. The measurements were made
at a apanwise
etation approximately 2 inches from the
model oenter line. (See f i g . 1.)
All teste were madeOo at
angle of attack.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A typical variationof measured pressure coefficients with chordwise
4 and clearly indicates the wavy nature
position is presented in figure
of the airfoil surface.No signifioant changesin pressure coefficlent.
were obtained with changes invaluee
the of Reynolds number or flow
coefficient. The boundm-layer velocity profiles, whicha r e pretsentm-i
in figure 5, are shown plotted with5 P . s absoissa in order
to preseni
the laminar profiles ainform eimilar topreviouely reported laminar
profiles. "he boundary-layer profiles cannot be considered quantitative
because the mouse tube height6 changed with flexure of the blotting paper
a6 the suction
was varied.

Boundary-layer eurveye for flow coefficients approachingzero (not
presented) indicated that the transitionfrom laminar to turbulent flow
oacurred forwardof 6-percent chord for all Reynolds numbers tested.
With a flow coefficient of
0.008, transition still occurred aheadof
the 0.09~station ata Reynolds numberof 6.0 X lo6 as o m be eeen from
figure 5( a) where the velocity profile appearsbe to
turbulent in
character. With a flow coefficientof 0.008, transition ocourred
between 0.09a and 0.12~st a Reynolds number of
4.0 x lo6 as indicated
by a comparison of figure
5(a> with 5( b) where the velocity profile
appears to be laminar
in charaoter at0.09~and turbulent at0.12~;
movement of the transition point slightly beyond
0.12~required a f ow
coefficient of 0.012 (fig. 5(b)). At a Reynolds number of
2.0 x LO
(fig. 5(c)), a flow coeffioient of between
0.002 and 0.004 wa8 sufficient
to maintain laminar fluw to 0.39c, which l e about the transition
position an.a wnooth and fair NACA64~010airfoil at the
same Reynolde
number. An inorease in the valueof CQ to 0.008 moved the point of
transition backto at least0.480 at a Reynolds number of
2.0 x lo6 as
can be~ e e nFrom figure 5 ( d)

i

The stability theory (reference
7) indicates that with conatant area
suction, a flow coefficientof 0.00024 is necessary to maintain stable
laminar boundary layers on both sidesof a f l a t plate. The flow
coefficients requiredto maintain laminarflow over t h e blotting paper
airfoil were much greater than value
the indicated by the theory. It
muet be realized that the stability theory
ie baed upon the aesmpt.ion
of amall diaturbances anda constant prsesure along the surfaosea "ha
numerous irregularitieson the blotting paper airfoil
cannot. be considered
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small and thewavy pressure distributionis not similar to that used for
the f1at"plate calculations. Inasmuchas the presentpreliminary tests
do indicate, however, that
area suction has a stabilizing effecton the
l
a
m
i
n
a
r boundary layer even in the presenceof fairly large disturbanc3a,
it s e e m worth while to detemnlne degree
the to which area suction is
stabilizing in the presenceof varying degreesof dieturbancee and at
l a r g e values of the Reynolds number.

The results of prelimfnm tests ofan NACA 64A010 airfoil witharea
suction of the boundary-lager air indicateda r ethat
a suction hasa
stabilizing effecton the lambar bound- layer in the presence of surface wavesand irregularities, at least for the lowsrrange of Reynolds
numbers investigated. The suction quantities required
t o maintain a
laminar layer on this wavy surface werevery much greater than the
quantity predictedf r o m the theory for small disturbances fora smooth
flat plate. The results emphasize the necessity
for obtaining quantitative measurementson a model of stiffer surface construction
in order
to detemnine the degree to which axea suction is stabilizing
in the
presence of varying degrees of disturbances and at i m g e values of the
Reynolds number.

Memorid Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory, Committee
f o r Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va.
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Figure 1.- Photograph showing boundary-layer mouse on the NACA 64A010 airfoil with permeable
surfaces in the Langley two-dimensionallow-turbulence tunnel,
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Leading-edge contour of the RxCA 6b010 a l r f o l l wlth permeable
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Figure 5.-

-layer surveys a t various stationa f r o m leading edge of the
a i r f o i l with permeable surfaass ; bo = .'0
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